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White Paper
Work Coordination made Easy with Me2Team
Overview
Me2Team online software and apps revolutionise and simplify how people keep things coordinated.
While the solution is relatively simple and easy to apply, the issues addressed are significantly more
dynamic and complex.
Me2Team uses To Do tagging to simplify coordination into three (3) easy steps:

Step 1 A user simply enters a To Do into a task
Step 2 The user tags the people they decide need to see the To Do
Me2Team adds this To Do to the To Do list of each tagged person. It also adds the To Do to the Task
To Do list to show context and how work flows.

Step 3 When the To Do is completed, it is ticked off by a tagged person
Me2Team updates personal To Do lists and the Task To Do list workflow. Then tagged Me2Team
users are automatically notified that a change that affects them has occurred.
This paper explains how Me2Team works, the many issues it addresses and provides some examples
of how it is being used. It also explains advanced features available to users who need to coordinate
and manage Groups and many tasks.

The Problem
Currently work coordination is often incredibly inefficient, high risk, costly and stressful. There are
many tools and processes that promise to improve work coordination and productivity, but a
practical solution has been elusive.

Important Issues
There are many issues that affect how people work together – some are obvious, but many show
stoppers are hidden. TASKey has been working with people in a variety of workplaces for 20 years.
Earlier versions of Me2Team software helped us understand actual workplace dynamics and to findout what works and is acceptable.
Attachment 1 provides a summary of the important issues that have emerged. A lot of
experimentation has been required and lesson learnt have been incorporated into Me2Team over
many years. Version 7.0.1 that includes mobile apps has recently been released.
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The greatest challenge has been how to provide accurate task and To Do information needed by
each person when and where they need it. This is usually expressed as “Just tell me what I need to
do”. Everyone needs to know what is happening and team members need to know what managers
want them to do. Without this flow of information effective coordination is extremely difficult.
Progress in team coordination over the last 20 years has been slow. Meetings and other
communications, like emails and discussions are still the primary interactions where coordination is
done. In the last 10 years, there have been a number of tools that promise improved coordination
(such as chat, shared websites, instant messaging). However a solution to the fundamental
challenge of providing enough structure for Projects, Task, To Dos, Teams and Individuals to be
globally fitted together has been elusive.
The Internet and devices like smart phones has changed the game. The methods developed by
TASKey over 20 years can now largely be delivered to anyone, anywhere at any time. Me2Team can
provide working level coordination that most people only dream of. Ad hoc manual sorting,
tracking, synchronizing and reporting is no longer required.
Instant access to up-to-date coordination information means that anyone can work with anyone
else. Plus doing the right thing at the right time makes work flow more efficiently and effectively.
Costs and risks are significantly reduced and certainty increased.

The Tool
Me2Team is revolutionary To Do tagging software that sorts out, tracks, synchronizes and keeps
work coordinated. Instant notifications keep users informed about changes made by other people.
While you are getting work done, Me2Team handles the incredible complexity required to
consistently coordinate many people doing many things in a changing environment.
Users can easily ‘tag’ others by adding them to Task or To Do teams. Creating new users and
connecting to existing users is fast and simple, and can be done on the fly and in context. Thus users
can keep planning or updating work with others without interruptions.

Free Solution
TASKey has evolved an unbelievably simple solution for coordinating Task and To Dos. The majority
of users only need to apply the following three (3) simple steps:
1. Enter a To Do
2. Tag the stakeholders who need to see the To Do
3. Tick off the To Do when it is completed.
These three steps make it easy for people to work together in teams, because all the complex
coordination is automatically handled in the background. This basic capability is provided free to all
users, so there are no restrictions on using Me2Team online or apps software to get coordinated.
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Premium Solution
Some people will benefit from using additional ‘Premium’ productivity capabilities that can be
turned on in Me2Team. For example, managers need to be able to complete To Dos like everyone
else, but in addition they need productivity tools to provide more complex planning, coordination
and reporting.
Free and Premium users can seamlessly work together. There are no restrictions on the number of
Premium and free users who can work together.
The TASKey Me2Team Premium version provides a suite of tools that allow managers to take their
work coordination to a previously unachievable level. The productivity tools available include:
 Simple project management capabilities
 Automated Gantt charts (driven by completed To Dos)
 Templating
 Others To Do Views
 Bulk changes to tagging/team membership
 Availability Charts
 Financial management (including Timesheeting)
 Advanced Reporting
 Administration management
 Group Management
Group membership is controlled by personal invitations to see group tasks. This makes security
and privacy easier to administer. The Premium version also provides a comprehensive
administrative management capability.
Me2Team users can be members of many Groups and it is easy to focus on Tasks and To Dos that
belong to a selected Group. Creating new users as group members and inviting existing users is
quick and easy.

Technical Overview
Me2Team is online software that can be accessed from popular standard and mobile web
browsers plus Me2Team Apps that are available ‘Free’ from the Apple, Google and Windows
Stores. A user can use their Login and Password to access Me2Team from most available devices.
Me2Team employs a patented method to ensure that security and privacy are maintained. In
simple terms, if you are tagged as part of a Task Team you will see the Task, otherwise it will be
hidden from you. This stops users being overwhelmed with irrelevant tasks and To Do(s). In
particular, Me2Team personalises task trees and To Do lists for each user.
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Subscriptions
The Me2Team business model is to provide individual and small team functionality for Free. This
will allow large numbers of people to freely work together to keep work flowing and get work
done. People who want access to extra productivity and group features can pay a subscription to
unlock these capabilities.

Examples of Me2Team Use
Four different examples of how Me2Team is being used to streamline coordination are provided.
They are:
1. A person who just wants to see their To Do list
2. A small software development organization that needs to be very productive
3. Parts of a large organization that want to reduce coordination time and effort
4. A consulting organization that interacts with many clients

A person who just wants to see their To Do list
Some users just want to see their To Do list and tick off a To Do when it is completed. When they
click the ‘My To Do’ tab in Me2Team, they see any To Dos they have added, plus those where they
have been tagged. Plus they have the option to receive an email notification when a change is made
to a To Do that affects them.
By looking at the ‘Task To Do’ tab, they see their To Do(s) positioned in the workflow planned to
complete the task, plus To Dos already completed. As simple way to explain what is planned,
Me2Team has the option to instantly send a PDF copy of the current Task plan to anyone.
The ‘Task Tree’ tab shows a personalised tree of tasks (where they have been tagged).
Each user has the option of adding people they work with or are likely to work with as a
‘Connection’. Connections are shown in the user’s pick list to make tagging/adding a Task or To Do
team member a lot easier.
This minimalist approach works well for a person who says “Just tell me what I need to do”. They
find out what is happening; what they need to do, when and with whom; and how things are
progressing. Most importantly, time wasting coordination meetings are significantly reduced and
they don’t need to spend a lot of time telling others what they are doing.
Benefits include:


The free version meets their needs



minimal time and effort is required (significantly less than current methods),



less meetings,



clarity about how a task will be done and what needs to be contributed and when,
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better relationships and less stress, and



higher productivity and greater satisfaction.

Small Development Organization
The software development organization uses Me2Team to manage the full software development
cycle, including bug tracking and fixes, and administration. The team needs to produce software of
the same quality and capability as larger organizations. The organization employs a number of subcontractors who are geographically separated from the main development team.
Relevant documents and websites are linked to tasks, so they are easy to find. Notes are recorded
against To Dos and Tasks. The search capability makes it easy to find tasks, To Dos and notes.
To Do emails are used to remind team members that a To Do is due. To Do emails with an iCalendar
attachment makes it easy to include important To Dos in their Calendar (in this case Outlook and
Gmail).
Geographically separated team members access Me2Team via online browsers or apps, so they can
participate in work flows in the same way as collocated members. Email notifications keep everyone
informed and significantly reduce the need for coordination meetings and telling others what they
are doing.
Most team members find that the Premium version gives them the productivity tools and
desktop/tablet view needed to take control of their areas of responsibility. Most importantly, both
free users and Premium users provide the information required for efficient coordination and
decision making.
Benefits include:


Me2Team significantly reduces the time, effort and number of people required for detailed
coordination;



free users can be added at any time (so all stakeholders can be included);



one tool coordinates and updates all activities;



easy access from anywhere at any time, fits in with personal circumstances;



less meetings (because coordination is managed 7x24 by Me2Team);



members are confident that they are making the best use of their time (because
interruptions are minimised); and



a mix of Free and Premium users meets everyone’s needs.
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Parts of a Large Organization
The large organization has many diverse parts and is distributed across the country. Me2Team is
used to manage the contributions to many projects and cultural change initiatives.
There are a variety of stakeholders; some are members of internal teams, some are executives,
some are in other parts of the organization, and some contribute expertise from outside the
organization. In some cases, getting particular stakeholders to use Me2Team is not cost effective.
Fortunately Me2Team has a unique capability to manage stakeholders who are not users of
Me2Team. Any user can add a person who is classified as a “Contact”. A Contact is shown in italics
and cannot login to Me2Team. But a user of Me2Team can add/tag Contacts to tasks and To Dos in
the same way they add/tag users.
A Contact cannot login so they cannot see their To Do list or tick off To Dos as complete. In fact they
don’t even need to know that Me2Team is being used to streamline coordination. If required, a To
Do email (that includes To Do notes) is sent to a Contact (or anyone else) to explain what needs to
be done. The To Do email can include an iCalendar attachment that can be double clicked to
automatically add the To Do to popular Calendar software (such as Outlook, Gmail Calendar).
To Do emails are a great time saver, because Me2Team instantly creates the email with the
information required to understand the To Do. This could otherwise take 10-15 minutes to collect
the information, write the email and then send it. A Task plan can also be instantly emailed showing
all the To Dos in the task and other information.
To Do emails can also be sent to users of Me2Team to remind them that a To Do needs to be done
or to inform them about what’s being done. By clicking the hyperlink in the To Do, the user is taken
directly to the relevant To Do in Me2Team.
Me2Team automatically sorts out, synchronizes, coordinates and reports on all tagged To Dos and
tagged tasks. It automatically creates a personal task tree that shows how relevant tasks fit
together.
Premium users can create customised To Do filters to see and print a To Do list of their Contacts’ To
Dos – this is very useful for meetings. In some cases, Contacts are given a list of their To Dos that
they can use to productively manage their time and then tell the Premium user who can tick off the
To Do(s) in Me2Team when complete. Using a computer projector in a meeting is another way to
gain agreement on the wording, responsibilities for, and progress of, To Dos.
In meetings, agreed actions are expressed as To Dos, so participants understand and agree what
needs to be done. The To Do immediately appears in each tagged person’s To Do list on their smart
phone, so time is not wasted recording actions. When the To Do is completed, it shows as complete
in the meeting’s list of To Dos and tagged people are notified.
It has been found that Me2Team complements corporate management systems that seek
aggregated project and task information (including progress). Corporate systems are not
appropriate for work coordination, because they are usually inflexible, require aggregated
information, and usually a lot of training to use effectively. However Me2Team aggregated
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information can be used to inform corporate systems. In particular, progress reporting is based on
what is actually happening, rather than intelligent guesses or optimistic predictions of % complete.
In summary, Me2Team has streamlined the coordination required to implement many projects and
initiatives. Who is responsible and who needs to do what, when and with whom, and progress is
clear. Thus nothing important is forgotten and work flows with a minimum of fuss, less meetings,
and a lot less stress than other methods.
Particular benefits include:


key stakeholders know what is happening and receive reports, including progress ‘Gantt’
charts (driven by To Dos completed);



tasks and To Dos are professionally managed (by Me2Team), so team members know what
is happening, what they need to contribute and progress being made;



easy access from anywhere at any time, fits in with personal circumstances;



‘Contact’ capabilities make it easy to keep track of stakeholders (who are not Me2Team
users) and otherwise stressful interactions are avoided;



less meetings (because coordination is managed 7x24 by Me2Team);



contributors are confident that they are making the best use of their time; and



more accurate and justifiable information is available for corporate reporting systems.

A Consulting Organization
The consulting organization was working with a number of clients on a range of projects. They were
experiencing some challenges in keeping their clients focused and getting them to complete agreed
tasks on schedule. The clients’ main problem was that other tasks were arising at short notice, so
the consulting organization’s tasks were losing visibility and being delayed.
It was decided to use Me2Team to coordinate work with the clients, to maintain visibility, and to
gain early warning that a particular task is slipping. Selected clients were asked to sign up to the free
version of Me2Team, so work coordination can be dynamically facilitated. Some other clients were
tracked as Contacts in Me2Team and had no visibility that Me2Team was being used to track their
interactions and progress.
Tasks and To Do(s) including dates are agreed with clients. Me2Team can also handle dateless To
Do(s) until a date can be agreed. In the first instance, clients are encouraged to sign up as free users
of Me2Team. This allows the consultant to work with the client to quickly develop agreed action
plans using Me2Team.
When both the consultant and client are using Me2Team, it is easy for both parties when
geographically separated to still see relevant tasks, To Dos and progress. Either party can make
changes that immediately appear in whatever device the other party is viewing. This
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synchronization of tasks and To Dos on browsers and Apps (such as iPhone, iPad, Android phones
and tablets, and Windows phones and tablets) is a particular strength of Me2Team that eliminates
confusion.
The person responsible for a task can set the order of sub-tasks and Task To Do lists (Premium
version only). This keeps customised task trees stable and workflows in the correct order.
Using the Premium version, consultants are able to maintain an overview of their work with as many
clients as they wish. By managing each organization or sub-organization as a Group, security and
privacy is maintained and the people who can be tagged is controlled (so only Group/organization
members can see Group/organization tasks or To Dos).
Each Group can be selected individually, so it is easy to see the tasks and To Dos that are relevant to
each organization. You can also focus on a specific project or task which further focuses Task and To
Do lists.
In summary, Me2Team makes it easy for consultants to keep track of their interactions with clients
and to instantly see what has been done and what needs to be done. Me2Team helps clients keep
the focus on what needs to be done and to avoid delays where critical To Dos that are missed lead to
avoidable delays.
Benefits include:


key stakeholders know what is happening and receive reports, including progress ‘Gantt’
charts (driven by To Dos completed);



tasks and To Dos are professionally managed, so team members know what is happening,
what they need to contribute and progress being made;



security and privacy can be facilitated by using Groups to control pick lists of who see group
tasks and To Dos;



easy access from anywhere at any time, fits in with personal circumstances;



‘Contact’ capabilities make it easy to keep track of stakeholders (who are not Me2Team
users) and otherwise potentially stressful interactions are avoided;



less face to face meetings are required (because coordination is managed 7x24 by
Me2Team);



group financial management including Timesheeting is facilitated;



justifying billing is simplified because filtering To Do lists makes it easy to identify work that
has been done, when, by whom and with whom;



contributors are confident that they are making the best use of their time; and



more accurate and justifiable information is available for corporate reporting systems.
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Attachment 1

Important Issues
Current working level coordination is often incredibly inefficient, high risk, costly and stressful.
There has to be a better way.
The reason working level coordination is so difficult is that there are many issues that need to be
addressed concurrently. The following important issues provide an appreciation of the challenges
Me2Team addresses:
Dynamic Environment – Relationships, tasks, To Dos, progress and priorities keep changing.
Tasks & To Dos – Tasks are what we need to be completed. Corporate systems rarely manage below
a task level. To Dos are what we do to complete a task. Working level coordination is all about
managing To Dos in a task framework.
Each Person’s Perspective – Information needs to be sorted and presented from each person’s
perspective, so it is complete and easy to understand. Current approaches require each person to
try to track and sort out what is relevant for them.
Important To Dos – Only need to keep track of important To Dos that you don’t want to forget and
usually affect other people in some way. Trying to keep track of all To Dos in software is
overwhelming and unworkable.
Stakeholders – Need to be able to involve other stakeholders, so they know what is happening and
what they need to contribute. There needs to be a way to keep track of stakeholders who are not
accessing work coordination tools.
Easy Access – People need to be able to access the information they need (such as their To Do list
and Task workflow) from anywhere at any time using readily available devices.
Flexibility – Must accommodate how different people work, rather than try to change them.
Security and Privacy – Users and organizations need to be confident that their security and privacy
requirements are met. Me2Team uses a patented method to facilitate security and privacy in a way
that doesn’t require setting and updating permissions (a time consuming and frustrating process).
Plan –as-you-Go – Few people argue that developing a Task plan and keeping it updated is
important, but planning is inconsistent at best. Me2Team automatically creates task plans from To
Dos and tagging; so it is easy for many people to concurrently contribute to a plan. Task plan
workflows are automatically updated when To Dos are added, edited or completed. Being able to
email plans at any time makes it easy to communicate workflow plus what has been done and what
needs to be done.
Notification of Changes – Users need to be kept informed progressively. Relevant timely information
is easier to digest and react to, than large amounts of information delivered infrequently.
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Decision Making – everyone needs the right information to make sound decisions. For working level
coordination, usually a list of the To Dos for each task and a To Do list that aggregates the relevant
To Dos from all tasks are required.
Fitting Together – All Tasks and To Dos need to follow a consistent structure, so a diverse range of
tasks can be easily fitted together in any order.
Fast Accurate Progress Information - Progress reporting needs to be driven by what is actually
happening, rather than by a guess about % complete.
Minimal Training – Working together needs to be natural, rather than having to rely on the
consistent application of training. Need to minimise the amount of training by running complex
processes in the background.
Distributed Management – People working together over the Internet to achieve desired goals.
Work coordination is distributed through the people doing the work. When people manage their
own time and effort, managers need to spend less time coordinating work. Saved time can be spent
on more productive activities.
Record of Changes – When people are absent for a period, they need an easy means to catch up
with changes over the period that affect them.
Support to Corporate Systems - Working level coordination complements corporate systems.
Experience has shown that electronically connecting corporate project and task management
systems to working level coordination is problematic. It is preferable that working level coordination
informs the people who input the information into corporate systems.
Different Appetite for Use – Some people are happy to use software and others for various reasons
may not be. It is very important that work coordination is not stopped when someone decides they
don’t want to participate. Me2Team overcomes this problem by using Contacts – people who are
managed within Me2Team, but cannot login.
Reduce the number and duration of Meetings – Meetings are formal or informal and are a primary
source of work coordination. Unfortunately coordination information can change at any time, so
waiting for scheduled meetings to pass on information is a waste of time. Work coordination
information needs to be distributed to relevant people as soon as it is available.
Reduce Reliance on Memory – A significant amount of work coordination relies of people
remembering to do what they have said they will do. When people forget, it often causes unwanted
tensions and stress.
Keep work flowing – When work flows smoothly it usually gets done with a minimum of fuss.
Involve people outside your immediate team – Some important stakeholders may be outside your
immediate team. They need to be kept involved, so surprises are limited.
Free Version – Having to pay for access to software is problematic, because some stakeholders are
excluded for various reasons. Me2Team basic functionality is Free, so anyone can quickly signup and
participate.
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